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temperature of the object using: T = 2900µm
even if the object is millions of
λmax
kilometers or millions of light years distant!
A second characteristic of Black Body radiation is that the total energy/second
radiated by any object is known and given by the relation:
Intensity(energy/second) = σ A T 4
where A is the surface area of the object and σ is a known constant. As the
intensity varies as the 4th power of the temperature, stars with (photosphere)
temperatures that differ by “just” a factor of 2 differ in brightness by a factor of
24 = 16! Thus for all other details being equal: hotter is brighter and
cooler is fainter.
(b) line emission radiation:
The light emission from dilute gases occurs only at a few discrete wavelengths.
The wavelengths are characteristic of the specific types of the atoms in the gas.
Thus e.g. hydrogen, H lines are unique and different from helium, He, lines,
and/or from lithium, Li, lines, etc. As a consequence we often say that line
spectra of atoms are unique identifiers similar to people’s “fingerprints”!
The underlying physics is the (quantum) atomic structure of atoms (and molecules).
Each atom (molecule) has a system of possible electron energy levels. When electrons make transitions from one quantized initial energy level, Ei to a final energy
level, Ef , a photon of EM radiation is emitted (or absorbed) with photon energy:
Eγ = Ei − Ef . Curiously the energy of a photon is related to the frequency,
f , of the photon: Eγ = h f where h is a known (Planck’s) constant. Thus
quantized atomic electrons energies lead to quantized photon energies
which lead to quantized photon frequencies (or wavelengths). Light with
only certain frequencies (wavelengths) when viewed with a spectrometer results
in discrete lines.
3. Doppler effect (or shift):
If the observer and the light source are in relative motion (along the line joining them)
the observed wavelength, λobs of the light will be different from the wavelength of the
emitted light, λsource , at the source! This is called the Doppler effect (or Doppler shift).
When light sources approach the observer then: λobs < λsource viz. the observed light
has a shorter wavelength than the original wavelength at the source. As visible light
with the “shortest” wavelength is at the blue end of the visible spectrum this is called
blue shift.
In contrast when light sources recede from the observer then: λobs > λsource viz. the
observed light has a longer wavelength than the original wavelength at the source. As
visible light with the “longest” wavelength is at the red end of the visible spectrum
this is called red shift.

